"ILYA" (LTD) NO: "1506400217870".

STATEMENT OF AVAILABILITY OF THE PRODUCT

We OJSC "Kuibyshev Oil Refinery" a registered Oil Producing Refinery of "Russia Federation" with standard specification of petrochemical products with full corporation and legal responsibility under the penalty of perjury hereby states that in conformity with the Russian Ministry of Energy act of subsection: 4 herein declared the RUSSIA ULTRA-LOW-SULFUR DIESEL PPM10 (EN590) of Russia Origin "standard specification" of quality and quantity of 25,000 MT (twenty five thousand) metric tons per Month with trial shipment of 25,000 MT (twenty thousand) metric tons on the basis of CIF – TURKEY COMMERCIAL SEA PORT in reference to the CONTRACT №: KUI/SL-ILYA/590-10000787

The above specified product availability was duly produced from the OJSC "Kuibyshev Oil Refinery" reservoir and scrutinized by Russian Federation Department of Ministry of Energy in charge of the refineries product monitoring institutes, the specified product (Russia Ultra-Low-Sulfur Diesel PPM10 (EN590) availability is now allocated to "ILYA" (LTD) located at West prom St. Bi Boranbai Senney, Kazakhstan.

We hereby confirmed our contractual obligation and Availability of total product of 300,000 MT (Three hundred thousand) metric tons to be delivered to "ILYA" (LTD).

OJSC "Kuibyshev Oil Refinery
Mr. Mikhail Usmanov Timchenko
Regional Export Manager (REM)
17TH JANUARY, 2019

The Ministry Of Energy
Of The Russian Federation
MR. PAKOV A.S
17TH JANUARY, 2019
Самарской области, седьмой января две тысячи восемнадцатый год Я. Турунов Анатолий Анатольевич, нотариальная палата Самарской области Подтверждаю верность данной копии с подменником документа. В последние подписок, приписок, зачеркнутых слов либо иных оговоренных исправлений, или каких-либо особенных нет.
Зарегистрировано в реестре за № 4-2-16466.
Взыскано по тарифу: 1500 руб.
Нотариус